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Above: Tyler Adams ‘15 made his drag debut as the lovely 
Tatiana at the Caberet Drag Show.
Below: Mallory Crabtree ‘14 and Akosua Aggrey-Bekoe ‘13 
performed the infamous Lonely Island song “Dick in a Box” and 
took home the � rst place prize.

Chip Slawson
Sta�  Writer

photo courtesy of R. Schmelzer

Rhodes College’s chapter of Relay for Life, the 
fundraising arm of the American Cancer Society, is 
already a commanding fundraising presence on this 
campus after their $15,000 haul last spring. Now, they 
are looking to expand both their event o� erings and 
money raised for cancer research by hosting a dance 
party this � ursday. 

And We Danced, scheduled for � ursday, 
November 29, will have a $3 admission fee, and will 
be held in the gym behind the Lair. Sophomore Tyler 
Marshall, perhaps better known to some as T.Marsh, will 
be DJing  for the event, which will start at 9:00 pm and 
run through 1:00 am. 

Rachel Schmelzer, a junior, chairs the Rhodes 
chapter of Relay for Life, and saw the dance party as an 
exciting new opportunity to supplement Relay’s keynote 
overnight fundraiser in the spring. 

“I had heard of [Relay’s dance parties] being held at 
other schools and I had never heard of one being held at 
Rhodes. I’m very dedicated to bringing new and exciting 
ideas to Rhodes, which for this fundraiser could be a 
dance marathon,” Schmelzer said.

Realizing that many hands would make light 
work, Schmelzer tapped sophomore Shelby Scott and 
freshman Jason Johnson to help her fundraise and 
organize the events.  

“Knowing [Scott] came from such an active Relay 
high school, I knew I de� nitely wanted her on my team. 
Her involvement on campus with the track team and a 

member of Kappa Delta brings invaluable connections 
to the table. [Johnson] approached me this year wanting 
to be involved with Relay, and I knew he would be great 
as one of my fundraising chairs. He heads up one of our 
highest fundraising Relay teams for this year’s event.”

With such talented help, Schmelzer then turned 
her attention to seeing how they could host an event 
that would be fun for students, raise money, and be 
inexpensive to host. 

“It’s not going to cost us any money because it is a 
bene� t, and Tyler Marshall’s doing it for free. We also 
don’t have to pay to rent facilities at Rhodes,” Schmelzer 
said. 

� ey don’t pinch pennies for its own sake, 
however. Relay’s presence at Rhodes has grown rapidly 
since Schmelzer founded it after watching both her 
grandmother and a close friend succumb to cancer. 
Last spring, on its � rst year, they raised $15,000, well 
in excess of their $10,000 goal. Empowered by their 
successful venture last spring, Relay is seeking to double 
their funds raised this year. 

“We’re trying to double our goal this year. We’re 
aiming to increase our teams from 21 to 30. Each 
team has 8-12 people, and each person is asked to raise 
$100. We ask that you send out 10 emails requesting 
donations, and people are usually more than willing to 
donate at least $10,” Schmelzer said. “� at translates 
into $30,000.” 

Relay for Life Expands 
Fundraising with Dance Party

Rhodes Drag Show 
Cabaret a Success

photos courtesy of A. Aggrey-Bekoe
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Every year, starting around Halloween, I 
recommence a thankless, bitter struggle with 
American popular culture when it comes to 
Christmas. While I appreciate a little Yuletide 
cheer as much as the next man (heck, I watch 
A Christmas Story on a nearly annual basis), 
the sheer excess that goes 
into the run-up to the holi-
day is aging me before my 
time. Curmudgeonly cater-
wauling about Christmas is 
a well-established pastime, 
but I’m not interested in 
lamenting either how com-
mercialized or how secular-
ized the season has become; 
that ship sailed a long time 
ago. I have a rather more 
question to pose: Is it really, 
really necessary for Christ-
mas to last two months?

There are those who 
might view my question as 
downright Scroogish, sup-
posing that since Christmas  
is ‘the most wonderful time 
of the year,’ dragging out 
that time as long as possible 
can only serve to further 
human happiness. I admire 
these persons for their fes-
tive disposition while ques-
tioning their sanity. The 
concept of ‘too much of a 
good thing,’ while cliché, 
exists for a purpose. I recall 
a cashier in Europe some 
years ago who successfully 
sued her employer for sub-
jecting her to all-day Christmas music for 
weeks on end. This woman is a heroine. Her 
case should awaken all of us to the uncon-
scionabilitiy of being assaulted by the same 
ten novelty songs from the 1950’s for a full 
sixth of the calendar year.  

The musical tales of Rudolph, Frosty, and 
that dimunitive percussionist are charming 
the first time you hear them in a given year. 
They may even have some merit on the tenth 
go-round. By the third week of December, 
when I have heard Peter, Paul, and Mary and 
the Barkenaked Ladies sing the same Christ-
mas medley forty-seven times, conversion to 
Judaism begins to look promising. After all, 
one can hardly broadcast “Dreidel, Dreidel” 
and Adam Sandler’s “Hanukah Song” on a 

continuous loop without raising eyebrows. 
For the Gentiles among us, alas, there is just 
enough musical variety to justify my home-
town radio station playing non-stop Yuletide 
jingles from November 1st to New Year’s.   “Do 
You Hear What I Hear?” Yes, and I’ve been 

hearing it for eight friggin’ weeks. 
While I stipulated that I wasn’t going 

to whine about commercialism, honesty de-
mands we point a censorious finger at retail 
and advertising for their role in all this. The 
expansion of the ‘Holiday Season’ into late 
October and beyond exists first and foremost 
as a device to empty our wallets on the altar of 
Q4 Earnings Reports. I could devote an entire 
column to the evils of Black Friday, but suffice 
it to say that whoever is responsible for tak-
ing big-box store employees away from their 
families on Thanksgiving evening to satisfy 
the ravenous avarice of the hoi polloi should 
be horsewhipped, preferably on national tele-
vision. As it is, retailers make a killing encour-
aging the American people to disregard all 

norms of civilized life in the aim of snagging 
a sweet deal on a flat-screen television. Why, 
you ask? Because Christmas is coming, damn 
it!

The marathon approach to the holiday 
season is so exhausting that most revelers are 

eager to haul down the tinsel and box up the 
tree as soon as December 26th blissfully ar-
rives. This is precisely how Christmas is not 
supposed to work. Remember the “Twelve 
Days of Christmas?” The holiday ought to 
consist of a day of joyous merriment followed 
by a gently lingering spirit of good cheer up 
until the New Year (or Epiphany, if you’re a 
stickler). As it is, Christmas has become the 
frantic climax to two months of feverish, 
manufactured jingle-jangle-jingling. If we 
have any self-respect, we should demand that 
Christmas cuddle us for a while, not hurriedly 
get dressed and leave. Otherwise we just wake 
up on the 26th with an eggnog headache and 
the distinct feeling that we’ve been taken ad-
vantage of. 

We Need A Little Christmas… 
Just Not This Very Minute

Patrick Harris
Opinion Editor

The Peanuts gang seems to be singing carols earlier each year. Good grief!
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bisexual column

Campus does drag
Xany Moore

Wednesday, November 28, 2012

If you weren’t at the Cabaret Show the Thursday before Thanksgiv-
ing, you missed something big. Seriously. Capital letters BIG. I have 
not laughed or clapped so hard since Pitch Perfect released at the Malco 
(and that was only because of the perfect comedic timing of Rebel Wil-
son). The various organizations on campus that paired for this event 
made this night sparkle more than a three-pound bag of glitter possibly 
could. Let’s do a roll call, shall we?

The Three Muses, as pushed to our stage by All Students Interested 
in Asia (ASIA), danced a fabulous number. 

Lipstick on Her Collar and Finesse both performed a cappella 
magic.

Professionals Will Ryder and Aubrey Stone graced us with their 
presence. And let’s be honest: one only needs to experience drag shows 
once before it becomes an addiction. These two will probably be get-
ting a larger crowd at their regular shows.

The Stonewall Tigers joined our cause to produce a genderbent 
rendition of “My Own Little Chair.”

Phat Ho, Tyler Adams, Kimber Jones, Sherrie Lemons, Abbey 
Smith, Mallory Crabtree, Akosua Aggrey-Bekoe—You get the picture. 
I’m not listing every performance for you because you should have 
been there. 

I used quite a bit of my Thanksgiving vacation ranting about the 
mystical rainbow of acceptance that was our first drag show. My mom 
kept shushing me.

“It’s a drag show. We get it! You watch Ru Paul all the time.”
But she didn’t. She couldn’t possibly understand that having 

roughly a dozen various students stand, proudly and with much en-
thusiasm, in drag on a stage at Rhodes College meant that we were 
changing. That we were starting to take steps in the right directions. 
That we had finally popped the bubble between being the weird gay 
kids in the corner and becoming a voice for progress across the campus 
and across Memphis. 

Needless to say, I was ecstatic. 
I’ve had a lot of discussions over the past few weeks about how the 

campus seems stuck. I love Rhodes. I love our balance of crazy conser-
vative and loose liberal. I love that (for the most part) I can sit down 
with people I wholly disagree with, talk about a controversial issue, and 
then still be friends with them when we stand up. I love that campus is 
mature enough to do that.

That said, we havn’t been able to push past other pebbles that keep 
tripping us up: our refusal to talk about rape culture in order to cure 
our rape culture, our questionable racial diversity (or lack thereof ), our 
complex meal plan system, and the rampant amount of privilege. 

Rhodes, much like Memphis in general, is on a cusp of change. 
We have a highly dynamic and ridiculously unequal teeter-tottering of 
progressive foresight that aches for progress and claws that cling to our 
traditions. We can either sit on this ledge until we fall to our doom, or 
we can work out our issues and become an even better school. 

One Cabaret might just be enough to tip the balance.

When Great Trees Fall by Maya Angelou

When great trees fall,
rocks on distant hills shudder,
lions hunker down
in tall grasses,
and even elephants
lumber after safety.

When great trees fall
in forests,
small things recoil into silence,
their senses
eroded beyond fear.

When great souls die,
the air around us becomes
light, rare, sterile. We breathe, briefly.
Our eyes, briefly.
see with
a hurtful clarity.
Our memory, suddenly sharpened,
examines,
gnaws on kind words
unsaid,
promised walks,
never taken.

Great souls die and
our reality, bound to
them takes leave of us.
Our souls,
dependent upon their nurture,
now shrink, wizened.
Our minds, formed
and informed by their
radiance,
fall away.
We are not so much maddened
as reduced to the unutterable ignorance
of dark, cold
caves.

And when great souls die,
after a period peace blooms,
slowly and always
irregularly. Spaces fill
with a kind of
soothing electric vibration.
Our senses, restored, never
to be the same, whisper to us.
They existed. They existed.
We can be. Be and be
better. For they existed.

(photo courtesy of David Siu)

My Rosanna Cappellato
Sarah Tchang

   I first met her in the summer of 2006 as a sophomore in high school, and I last saw her at the end of summer 
this year as a college graduate.  When I first met her, little did I know she would be one of the most monumental 
figures in my life. Six years later I cannot imagine where I would be without Dr. Rosanna Cappellato.

   For those of you that knew her, worked with her, and learned from her immediately recognized her unwav-
ering passion for nature and its vulnerability. She revealed the truth of nature. To simply yet intricately put it, she 
taught me how to appreciate the vulnerable, the beautiful. With her guidance, I ventured deeper into my own 
backyard of Memphis and traveled far across the Atlantic Ocean to Namibia. She trained me how to intrinsically 
crave understanding nature and how to protect it. Because of her, I analyze the world like a scientist, but I ap-
preciate the world like a poet. 

   My words cannot adequately describe her tremendous impact on this world. She transformed many stu-
dents’ lives. We all have our own personal connection with her and will remember her always. I will conclude 
with a poem sent to me from a close friend who knew her enough to know that this poem perfectly honors Dr. 
Rosanna Cappellato in every way. 
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“I would spend it with 
my boyfriend Will Mur-
phy and my family.”
– Kate Morrison ‘15

“Go home to the moun-
tains of New Mexico 
and have a camp� re 
with my family.”
 – Amaris Prechtel ‘16

“I would break into the 
White House and put 
a picture of my face in-
side the oval o�  ce.”

– Alex Dileo ‘16

“I would spend it with 
David Beckham and 
pretend that I am the 
step mother to his 
children.”
– Chandler Kuhlman 

‘16

India: Advancements and 
Setbacks for Women’s Rights

Molly Whitehorn
A&E Photo Editor

“Despite the accomplishments of Patil and women 
such as Meira Kumar, speaker of Lok Sabha—the lower 
house in Parliament—India is struggling to put more 

women in o�  ce at the Parliamentary level.” 

Since the world is supposed to end on December 21, how 
would you spend your last night on Earth?

“I would act like I am 
P. Diddy and blow up 
my money.”

– Chloe Bootstaylor ‘14

As much as Americans point � ngers to the East 
when it comes to gender inequality (At least we aren’t as 
bad o�  as them!), several countries have actually made 
advancements that we as the United States have not. 
India, for example, is one of those countries that is 
often thought of as inferior to the U.S. when it comes 
to women’s rights. However, India has had a female 
president, Partihba Patil.  While the United States has 
yet to reach that milestone, women in the United States 
enjoy the basic rights that Indian women have yet to 
experience.

Partibha Patil is a living example of how women in 
India have surpassed political barriers. Elected in 2007, 
Patil was inaugurated on July 25 of that year to serve as 
the 13th President of India. She reached this position at 
the age of 72 after a long journey of politics that begun 
when she was 27 years old. Patil’s political platform 
was based on a promise to defend the rights of Indian 
women and was a serious asset that helped her achieve 
presidency. � ough prominent female politicians seek 
positions of power in our Executive branch—such as 
2008 Vice President Nominee Sarah Palin and 2012 
Presidential Candidate and current Secretary of State 
Hilary Clinton—there has yet to be a female head 
of state. When Palin sought the Vice Presidency, she 
was often labeled as ditzy and comments were made 
about her attractiveness. Clinton, on the other hand, 
is seen as extremely intense and is mocked for her lack 
of ‘feminine’ features. Instead of focusing on their 
political agendas, the media was pre-occupied with 
their appearances. � e reactions to these two women 
running for o�  ce demonstrate that our nation must 
reevaluate our priorities, before we level both genders 
on an equal playing � eld.

Despite Patil’s success, India has a long way to 
go before it can be considered a nation of complete 
gender equality in the political sphere. Despite the 
accomplishments of Patil and women such as Meira 
Kumar, speaker of Lok Sabha—the lower house in 
Parliament—India is struggling to put more women 
in o�  ce at the Parliamentary level. In fact, women’s 
participation is surprisingly low for a nation with 
a female head of state that only � nished her term in 
July of 2012. Women make up only 10.7 percent of 
their house of Parliament, while female candidates and 
positions are more frequent in the Panchayat Raj, the 
local governments of India. It is even required that 
women take up at least 33 percent of the panchayat 
seats in each state—and many states are surpassing that 
requirement at 50 percent.

Although these statistics seem impressive for 
women, they do not mean that women in India have 

equal rights. In a study done by the � omson Reuters 
Foundation polling 320 gender specialists, India was 
ranked as the absolute worst place to live if you are a 
woman (the best place was Canada). One reason that 
India is such a problematic place for women is because 
of dowry, the tradition that the bride’s family must 
bring money and/or gifts to her husband when she 
is married. According to the National Crimes Record 
Bureau, in 2010 one woman was murdered every hour 
over dowry related issues. A study done in 2011 by � e 

Lancet, suggests that 12 million girls were aborted in 
the last decade over fear of the dowry. Other injustices 
done to Indian women range from honor killings 
to protect families’ names to selling young girls into 
human tra�  cking.

� e case of India proves that the idea of women’s 
rights is a much more complicated matter than the 
issues we deal with in the United States (having access 
to birth control, or having the right to choose). Partibha 
Patil has proven that in India women have advanced in 
many ways, while moving backwards at the same time. 
Gender equality is not something that can be solved 
by passing a few bills into law; it is something that the 
international community will need to work towards 
in years to come. With rises in democracy all over 
the world, it is important to note that without equal 
gender rights, half of the population will be silent. And 
if this is the case, is a country progressive at all?

Partibha Patil was the � rst woman to 
become president of India. She served 
from July 2007 to July 2012. 

photo courtesy of Wikipedia
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11-13-2012
Students called from Glassell to report their room had been vandalized. Report � led.
11-15-2012
Concrete ball knocked of new West Village wall. Video investigation shows suspect. Report 
� led.
Medical/illness FJ- student escorted to Moore-Moore.

11-16-2012
Freshman lot Medical/illness � led. Student transported to the hospital by car.
Medical/illness at the Pike house. Transported to the hospital via ambulance. AV-report � led.

11-17-2012
Report of an odor coming from Glassell Hall. O�  cers responded -AV report � led.

11-18-2012
Report of intoxicated male at EV-A. O�  cers responded -AV report � led.
Altercation reported at ATO party. O�  cers responded - report � led.
Suspicious persons reported in Clough hall. Suspects located leaving campus. Suspects ar-
rested by MPD. Two bikes recovered.

Student report harassment posted on Craigslist. MPD report � led.
Report of intoxicated male at Bellingrath. O�  cers responded -AV report � led.

11-19-2012
Student reports stolen backpack in the Middle Ground. Video investigation shows it was not 
stolen.
Students report paint on sidewalk near Ohlendorf. O�  cers responded - report � led.

11-20-2012
Accident reported in the Buckman lot- no injuries, report � led.

11-21-2012
Student report car rear window shattered in the Buckman Lot. O�  cers responded - report 
� led.

11-26-2012
Accident reported on � omas Lane at Bailey- no injuries, report � led.

Sound Out for Syria: 
Rhodes Students Raise 

Money for Syrian Refugees
Lydia Holmes

News Co-Editor

When a Rhodes student is passionate about a cause, you can bet that Memphis and the 
Rhodes community will support them. A group of Rhodes and the University of Memphis 
students found just this consensus when they started planning an event to support the 
International Committee of the Red Cross in their e� orts for the Syrian Refugees. � eir 
event, Sound out for Syria was held at the Hi-Tone on November 17 with the support of 
CODA and Kinney. � e event featured three Memphis and Nashville-based bands: Deering 
and Down, Devil Train, and the Great Barrier Reefs.

Yasmin Mzayek ‘13 is one of the Rhodes students involved in planning the event. Her 
Syrian heritage prompted her to organize this event. She said, “I am from Syria and most of 
my family members still live over there. I want to do what I can to help the Syrian people 
that are su� ering and being displaced due to the con� ict.” 

� e funds raised will help Syrian refugees through the International Committee of the 
Red Cross. � e ICRC helps “people a� ected by con� ict and armed violence and promote[s] 
the laws that protect victims of war.” 

Mzayek adds, “� ey have a joint fund set up with the Syrian Arab Red Crescent and 
they are providing Syrian refugees with medical aid, food, and shelter.”

� e event was held at the Hi-Tone, a well-known Memphis dive on Poplar. In attempt 
to attract not only Rhodes and University of Memphis students, but the greater Memphis 
Community, they decided to get local bands and one other band from Nashville. � e bands 
that performed were meant to entertain a wide variety of music-lovers in the audience. � e 
style of the bands ranged from bluegrass and blues to funk to more of a fusion between styles. 

For more information about future events or to buy a t-shirt from the event, email: 
SoundOutForSyria@gmail.com.

Bands performed November 17 at the Hi-Tone to raise money for Syrian 
refugees. 

These shirt commenorating the SoundOut for Syria concert were sold at the 
event and are available via email.

Her sole wish was to give to “causes that further the 
preservation of wildlife and the natural world.” A 

group of students have decided to formally endorse the 
Cheetah Conservation Fund located in Otjiwarongo, 
Namibia. Cappellato had a great passion for Southern 

Africa, and especially these charismatic cats! � e goal is 
to raise a minimum of $5,000 in her memory in order 
to sponsor a cheetah and have a plaque be made in her 
honor. For further details to donate, please email David 

Siu at dsiu25@gmail.com.
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Student Musician of the 
Week: Yasmin Mzayek

Molly Whitehorn
A&E Photo Editor
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Shelby Lund
A&E Editor

Top Five: Winter 
Break Movies

The Hobbit is a dream come true for Lord of 
the Rings fans, and the return to Middle Earth 
promises to be just as enchanting as the first 
visit.

The turkey’s been eaten, the Christmas trees 
are going up, and everyone is freaking out about 
finals—sounds like Winter Break is right around 
the corner.  And with Winter Break comes the big 
push of the holiday movie season: the Oscar bait, 
the book-to-film adaptations, and the latest from 
Quentin Tarrantino.  As something to look forward 
to post-semester, here are five flicks to catch over 
Winter Break:

Life of Pi (November 23rd): 

While already in theaters, this film is still worth 
seeing for anyone who didn’t have time to catch it 
at Thanksgiving.  The film centers on the incredible 
journey of a young boy from India called Pi, played 
by Suraj Sharma as a 16-yr-old and Irrfan Khan as an 
adult.  After a horrible shipwreck leaves Pi stranded 
on a lifeboat with a tiger named Richard Parker, he 
must find a way to survive alone on the open ocean.  
The film has already received a great deal of positive 
buzz, both critical and not, and will probably be up 
for quite a few awards at the Oscars next year.  It’s a 
must-see, especially for fans of the original novel by 
Yann Martel.

The Hobbit: An Unexpected Journey 
(December 14th): 

One of the most anticipated movies of the year, 
this film marks the first installment of a prequel 
trilogy to The Lord of the Rings films. Bilbo Baggins, 
played by Martin Freeman, is hired by Gandalf the 
Grey, played by Ian McKellen, to accompany 13 
dwarves on their quest to kill the dragon Smaug, 
played by Benedict Cumberbatch, and reclaim their 
ancestral home.  Along the way, Bilbo encounters 
the creature Gollum, played by Andy Serkis, and 
gains possession of a certain ring.  The films will also 
show what Gandalf was up too while Bilbo was off 
on his adventures.  Tolkein fans should definitely see 
this one, particularly to catch characters such Cate 
Blanchett’s Galadriel and Orlando Bloom’s Legolas 
in action again.  

On The Road (December 21st): 

Based on the cult classic Jack Kerouac novel, 
the film tells the story of a young writer named 
Sal Paradise, played by Sam Riley, whose life is 
turned upside-down when he meets free-spirited, 
charismatic Dean Moriarty, played by Garrett 
Hedlund, and his girlfriend Marylou, played by 
Kristen Stewart.  The film was screened at the 
Cannes Film Festival, and has received mixed 
reviews, with Hedlund’s performance marked as the 
standout.  It’s worth checking out for any fan of the 
original novel curious to see what director Walter 
Salles has done with the material.

Les Miserables (December 25th): 

While there have been film adaptations of Victor 
Hugo’s novel, this is the first one based on the hit 
stage musical inspired by the novel.  Hugh Jackman 
stars as Frenchman Jean Valjean, a former convict on 
the run from the implacable Inspector Javert, played 
by Russell Crowe, who gets caught up in the midst 
of the 1832 June Rebellion in Paris.  For anyone who 
loves the musical, which celebrated its twenty-fifth 
anniversary last year, it will be worth waiting “One 
Day More” to see it after break.

Django Unchained (December 25th): 

The latest from master filmmaker Quentin 
Tarrantino, the film is a western that tells the story of 
a slave, played by Jamie Foxx, who teams up with a 
bounty hunter, played by Christoph Waltz, in order 
to rescue his wife, played by Kerry Washington, from 
her villainous owner, played by Leonardo DiCaprio. 
Stamped with Tarrantino’s brand of over-the-top 
violence mixed with dark humor, this film will 
definitely satisfy anyone’s action-movie cravings over 
the holiday season.

While other students were getting ready to go out, senior Yasmin 
Mzayek was holding her own benefit. Sound Out for Syria, which took 
place at the Hi-Tone Café on Saturday, November 17, raised money 
to go to the International Committee of the Red Cross and the Syrian 
Arab Red Crescent Society. The cause is close to Mzayek’s heart because 
Syria is her home country, and most of her family still lives there. 

“I was talking to my friend at the beginning of the semester 
about my family and how they are doing and she actually suggested 
doing something about it, like, to raise money and help our refugees,” 
Mzayek said. “We just kind of had this idea to do a music benefit 
because I’m very involved in music and we thought that would be a 
good way to raise money.”

After some hard work and many phone calls, Mzayek eventually 
pulled off the event and got local bands to participate. But she’s used 
to hard work. Even as a neuroscience major, the percussionist still 
finds time to play in several musical groups on campus. Besides being 
involved in two campus groups and Mad Dog Orchestra, Mzayek also 
participates in community service work-study at Stax Music Academy 
and off-campus research at the University of Memphis.  “Our research 
team collects EEG data, which is pretty much how your brain responds 
to little sound signals.”

Before she even picked up drumsticks, she played the saxophone 
because a drum set couldn’t fit into her apartment. She doesn’t know 
for certain what drew her to the drums. “I always liked tapping on 
desks and when my dad was like, ‘Just pick an instrument,” I was like, 
‘Drums.’ And then after I started playing, it was just a lot of fun and I 
wanted to keep doing it.” 

Even though she is a talented percussionist, Mzayek has clear 
reasons as to why she did not pursue a music major. “I didn’t do 
enough of it in high school. Also, I was interested in the sciences, so 
I initially came to Rhodes not knowing what I wanted to do, but I 
got really into doing neuroscience.”  But just because she isn’t actively 
pursuing a future as a musician doesn’t mean she wants a future 
without music. “I plan on doing research in music perception, so I 
want to keep the music thing going.”

Wherever her career leads her, Mzayek will always be a performer 
at heart. In fact, performing is her favorite part about being a musician. 
“I like just being up there with a bunch of my good friends, making 
good noise.” Here’s to many more years of good noise to come for 
Mzayek. 
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THIS WEEK IN 
ENTERTAINMENT

New Movie Releases: 
11/30/12

Killing Them Softly
The Collection
California Solo
Addicted to Fame

Television Highlights 
(11/28-12/4)

A Charlie Brown Christmas, 
Wednesday, 7 pm, ABC.  Charlie 
Brown and Linus ponder 
Christmas; including ``Prep & 
Landing: Operation Secret Santa.’’

Supernatural, Wednesday, 8 pm, 
CW.  Castiel tells Sam and Dean 
that he has decided to become a 
hunter like them.

Glee, Thursday, 8 pm, FOX.  
Recent McKinley graduates 
volunteer to mentor the glee club 
during Thanksgiving break.

Elementary, Thursday, 9 pm, 
CBS.  As Sherlock investigates an 
explosion that killed two people, 
he uncovers a dormant crime.

The Dark Knight, Friday, 7 pm, 
TNT.  Movie.  Batman battles a 
vicious criminal known as the 
Joker.

Arrow, Friday, 8 pm, CW.  Oliver 
meets a mysterious woman with 
dangerous secrets; Tommy seeks 
Laurel’s support.

Once Upon A Time, Sunday, 7 pm, 
ABC.  Hook and Cora face off 
with Emma and Mary Margaret in 
a race for the compass.

Castle, Monday, 9 pm, ABC.  
Castle and Beckett investigate 
when a bearded man named Kriss 
Kringle falls from the sky.

Rudolph the Red-Nosed Reindeer, 
Tuesday, 7 pm, CBS.  Movie.  
Burl Ives narrates an animated 
tale about Santa’s sleigh guide.

Meet Riley Matthews: Disney to 
Make Boy Meets World Spinoff

Jasmine Gilstrap
Editor-In-Chief

Wednesday, November 28, 2012

Tree Climbing, Native Americans, and the 
American Revolution: Assassin’s Creed III

Stephanie Berendt
Staff Writer

Hollywood shows time and time again 
the truth in the old cliché, “there’s nothing 
new under the sun.” The film industry 
perfected the game of remaking of old and 
classic American plots and characters with 
television networks doing the same thing 
in recent years. Disney joins the list of 
networks reimagining shows of television 
past with their spinoff of the 90’s sitcom 
Boy Meets World.

Boy Meets World premiered in 1993 
on ABC and focused around the everyday 
life of Cory Matthews, played by Ben 
Savage, an adolescent Philadelphia 
native trying to make sense of the world. 
Throughout the series, viewers witness 
many milestones in Cory’s life, from 
graduation to a wedding, and learn life-
lessons alongside Cory and his group 
of friends. No cult classic would be 
complete without a cast of memorable 
characters, including Cory’s BFF Shawn, 
played by Rider Strong, Cory’s friend 
turned girlfriend turned wife Topanga, 
played by Danielle Fishel, Cory’s older 
brother Eric, played by Will Friedle, and 
who could forget the legendary teacher 
and life coach Mr. George Feeney, played 
by William Daniels.

The Disney spinoff show entitled Girl 
Meets World takes the same approach as the 
original TV show, chronicling the coming 
of age events of a young person, this time 
from the perspective of a teenage girl.  The 
spinoff show’s protagonist, Riley Matthews, 
is the 13 year old daughter of Cory and 
Topanga and is described as “an adorable 
girl on the cusp of whatever comes next 
in life and wanting to rush into it head 
first.” Riley’s Shawn-esque best friend Maya 
accompanies her on the various shenanigans 
they get into and contains a more “dark and 
edgy” attitude like Shawn in the original 
show. Not much is known about Elliot, 
Riley’s 14 year old older brother, or any 
other characters slated for the show, but 
Ben Savage and Danielle Fishel will resume 
their role as Cory, now Riley’s history 
teacher, and Topanga, with Boy Meets World 
creator Michael Jacobs working on the 
project as well.

As someone with memories of 
watching the original series as part of ABC’s 
TGIF lineup, I must admit that I am rather 
worried about what Disney will do to the 
show that epitomizes my childhood. The 
original show’s ability to discuss the more 
difficult topics and convey the real angst 

of being a teen made the show a standout 
on 90’s television and allowed it to remain 
on air for seven seasons. The melancholy 
nature of some of the darker episodes made 
the portrayals of those problems realistic 
in a way I worry Disney will not uphold. 
On the flipside, with Cory being the new 
Mr. Feeney, those who grew up with the 
original show will see if the lessons from 
Fee-hee-heeeeenay actually paid off. Also, 
having Savage and Fishel return leaves the 
door open for cameos by other original cast 
members (Eric as the weird uncle would 
probably be the greatest thing in the history 
of television).

For better or for worse, Girl Meets 
World will still have its own voice due 
to having a female protagonist, leaving 
a whole host of adventures open for 
possibilities. The notion of giving current 
teens the ability to witness the greatness 
which was Boy Meets World makes me burst 
with joy while somewhat nostalgic for 
the original episodes which aired before 
I entered kindergarten. I can only hope 
that the revamped show contains the same 
hilariousness and depth as the original show 
while giving voice to the untold issues of 
being a middle school girl. 

The newest addition to the much-loved 
Assassin’s Creed franchise, Assassin’s Creed III 
is perhaps the most anticipated games of the 
series, with the reveal of a new assassin and 
main character, Connor, creating even more 
interest. The game takes place during the era 
of the American Revolution, and tells the story 
of Ratonhnhaké:ton, later named Connor, 
the son of a British officer, Haytham Kenway, 
and a Native American woman, Kaniehti:io. 
On the whole, the game is very much worth 
buying, though I strongly suggest playing the 
other Assassin’s Creed games first.
Here are some gameplay pros and cons:

Pros: 

Free Running Through the Trees: Perhaps 
the best addition to the game. You can 
sneak along the branches to explore, hunt 
animals from above...or assassinate your 
enemies.

The Aquila: You now have access to a ship, 
which you can take to the high seas on 
mostly voluntary side missions and upgrade 
with items like a better hull and a battering 

ram. There is something satisfying about 
destroying an enemy fleet in the middle of 
a thunderstorm while threatened by waves 
that damage your ship—just saying.

Connor: He is kind of an asshole. He 
makes helping people a chore, only helps 
when it benefits his vendetta, and is often 
mean to his mentor.  However, this sets him 
apart from the series’ previous protagonists, 
as none of them were mean, making 
Connor a more interesting character to 
play.

Crafting and Convoys: You gain resources 
from the people you have settle on the 
Homestead, as well as from completing 
other missions. You can use these to craft 
upgrades or other items to trade in convoys.

Harder enemies: There are officers in 
restricted areas who will be suspicious of 
you even when disguised, so you have to be 
stealthier and craftier with all your deeds. 
The game also features a type of enemy 
called Jagers, which are harder to kill and 
deal more damage.

Cons: 

Disappearing consumables: Randomly, 
you will suddenly have no arrows, snares, or 
bait even if you just filled them up.

Weapon resets: Quite often the weapons 
you have selected change when you enter a 
different area for no reason. For example, I 
entered the Frontier with a dagger and bow 
only to find it changed to fist and pistol upon 
my arrival. It is worse when going into a 
restricted area where enemies will see you and 
approach you on sight, as you don’t normally 
have time to check your weapons, and so you 
tend to access them without looking.

Missing weapons: The daggers and 
tomahawks sometimes seem to disappear 
completely from your options, and you have 
to run to a General Store to reequip them.

Minor glitches: The game has small glitches 
from time to time. For example, clipping 
when locked on an enemy, the horse 
sometimes getting stuck on things that it 
could have walked over, etc.



The Lynx Women’s Basketball team has come out of 
the gates on fire, taking home double-digit victories in each 
of their first three games. Rhodes traveled to Fulton, MO 
where they opened the season with a 73-46 victory over 
Greenville College, shortly followed by an 85-72 trouncing 

of Westminster College the following afternoon. 
Sophomore guard Catherine Eckert lead the charge 
against Greenville, scoring 15 points in only 15 
minutes of play. Senior Mary Barber and sopho-
more Sarah Johnson each added 12 points of their 
own to complete the rout. Johnson, once again, 
had the hot hand against Westminster, putting up 
18 points, 7 assists, and 4 steals on the day, but 
junior Lauren Avant, playing in her first full season 
with the Lynx, topped all scorers with 19 points en-
route to the second victory of the season.

The team improved to 3-0 on the season last 
weekend with a hard-fought road victory at Missis-
sippi College. Both squads took the court hoping 
to protect their 2-0 records, but the Lynx prevailed, 
taking the game 64-55. Avant and Johnson built 
off their hot-starts, providing much of the offense 
the Lynx would need in the team’s most impres-
sive defensive performance to date. Avant scored 22 
points and added 9 rebounds for her most impres-
sive performance in a Lynx uniform, and Johnson 
added 19 of her own, shooting 7-10 on the night 
to go along with 5 assists. Freshman guard Madison 
Butler put her range on display, shooting 50% from 
beyond the three-point line, adding a career best 12 
points in 20 minutes of play. This game proved to 

be a true team effort as the Lynx forced an impressive 26 
turnovers with 12 steals coming from7 different play-
ers. The Rhodes Women’s Basketball team will play their 
first home game tonight at 6PM where they will take on 
league foe Hendrix College to open SAA competition.
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Cheer on the Lynx! Here’s the 
rosters for the basketball teams:Lynx Split 

Thanksgiving Classic
Brendan Goyette

Sports Editor

Junior Guard Lauren Avant goes in a for a lay up 
against a Hendrix defender. Avant and the rest of the 
Lynx will face the Warriors again Wed., 28.

photo courtesy of L. Watson

Wednesday, November 28, 2012

Lady Lynx Start the Season Hot
Brendan Goyette

Sports Editor

Senior Guard Sarah Womack brings the ball up court. 
Womack’s eight points helped to lead the Lynx to 
victory over Greenville College.

photo courtesy of Coach Love

The Lynx Men’s Basketball team earned their 
first win of the young season taking down Blackburn 
College on Saturday 74-47. Rhodes dominated from 
the tip-off, starting the game on a 9-0 run, and never 
looked back. Returning All-SCAC senior, Andrew 
Galow, proved he hasn’t lost a step, putting up 19 
points on 7-12 shooting, also leading the Lynx with 
6 assists. Junior Johnny Dunavant made his presence 
known beyond the arc, going 5-7 from three-point 
land, finishing with 17 points in the game. With just 
over six minutes remaining, the Lynx held a com-
manding 31 point lead. 

The game was by far the team’s most dominant 
defensive performance as the Lynx were able to hold 
the visiting Beavers to 37% shooting on the day, 
much in thanks to junior Pat McGrail’s 3 steals. Most 
impressively, the Lynx were able to shoot 50% from 
beyond the three-point line, finishing 10-20 from 
long range.

Following Saturday’s impressive win, the Lynx 
fell in heartbreaking fashion to Rust on Sunday by a 
score of 69-61. While Rhodes trailed for much of the 
game, they managed to keep the game within arm’s 

reach, finally knotting the score at 59 with less than 
two minutes left in regulation. Unfortunately an un-
heralded 8-point run by Rust guard Kelsey Barns was 
too much to overcome. The Lynx battled the entire 
game, never falling into a double-digit deficit, and 
showed tremendous will in doing so. Andrew Galow 
played a pivotal role once again, adding 16 points in 
the losing effort. Sophomore forward Geoff Livsey 
continued his impressive start to the season, putting 
up 22 points and 7 rebounds on the day and currently 
leads Lynx in rebounding while adding 14 points per 
game. The Lynx (1-3, 0-0) open conference play to-
night at 8PM in the Mallory Gymnasium where they 
will host Hendrix.

Upcoming Men’s Home Basketball 
Games:

Saturday, December 1, 4pm
Lynx vs. Emory Eagles

Friday, December 14, 8pm
Lynx vs. Mississippi College Choctaws

# FULL NAME
1 Joey Miller
2 Michael Gallagher
3 Luke Collins
4 Theo Hartwell
5 Kevin Chien
10 Drew Miller
11 Reid Cates
13 Patrick McGrail
14 Kai Belveal
20 Johnny Dunavant
22 Andrew Galow
23 Tate Sledge
31 Matt Wagner
33 Geoff Livsey
43 Alex Vicarisi
44 Ryan Van Hoeck

# FULL NAME 
5 Sarah Johnson   
10 Sarah Womack 
11 Alexandra Downey 
20 Isabelle Tehrani  
21 Katherine Hall  
22 Mary Barber 
23 Natalie Goodrum  
24 Lauren Avant 
25 Catherine Eckert  
31 Dy’nelle Todman  
32 Madison Butler  
44 Taylor Money  
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